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Vocabulary 

  A: Fill in the blanks with the words given.There is one extra  word.( 1) 

   
pumps –deserts – defend – culture - liquid 

 

1. Yazd is famous for its ……………...and friendly people. 

2. Plasma is the clear and yellow ……………….with a lot of white and red cells. 

3. Camels travel across hot and dry……………..with litt;e food and water. 

4. The heart ……………..the blood around the body.   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

B: Match the words in column (A) with the words in column (B).There is one             

extra word in column ( B ). ( 1 ) 

 

              A                                                       B 

 ----------------------                                ----------------                             
5. orbit         ……                                                a) a meeting          

6. attend……                                                       b) the sun 

7. translate    ……                                               c) a poem 

8. protect      ……                                                d) organ 

                                                                             e) nature 

 

 

Grammar 

 A. Choose the best answer.( 1) 

 
9. The computer turned off………….. automatically. 

     a. myself              b. yourself              c. itself              d. themselves 

10. When you have a cold you …………drink cold water. 

    a. can                      b.should                      c.mustn’t                  d.couldn’t 

11. My family and I sleep ……….midnight. 

     a. in                      b. at                        c. on                  d. of 

12. This is …………..tree in our garden. The other trees are all short.  

     a.taller                  b.the taller                 c.tallest                     d.the tallest                                          

      

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

B. Write the correct form of the words in parentheses.(  1) 
 13. Edison was a great inventor. He had many useful………………… . (invent) 

 14. Your handwriting is  good, but my handwriting is …………………than yours. (good) 

 15. They were………………on a new problem when the power went out. (work) 

 16. There were two men , and four ………………standing in line.  (child) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Writing 

A. Order (2)  
                                                                                    

17. for / great / tourists / is / Mashhad/ a/ destination . 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

18. destroying / jungles / are / People / beautiful / the .  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(1) words. underlinedfor the  Write synonyms/antonymsB.  

 
  ≠ …………………. flights are cheap Domesticcity = ………………..       B)  ancientA) Tabriz is an 19. 

animals= ………………… extinct………………      D) Dinosaurs are ≠ future I’ll visit Shiraz in the C) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

C.First, Make Wh-Question/ Then, Make Negative (1) 

 
20. “ My grandmother was watering the flowers.” 

 

Who…………………………………………………………………….? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………….. (--) 

 

                    

                       

  

  Reading Comprehension (4) 

A. Read the text and answer the following questions. 

 

 One day Isaac Newton was reading a book under an apple tree when an apple fell out of 

the tree. Why did the apple fall? What makes things fall? Newton spent many years 

answering these questions by thinking and doing experiments. He finally made up the law 

of Gravity. His law also explained how planets move around the sun or how moons move 

around the planets. The reason that things fall toward the ground is that the earth we live 

on is so heavy that it pulls and absorbs things to itself by its great force.  
 

21. What law did Newton make?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. What made him think about that law? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

23. He was doing an experiment under the tree.                             True         False 

24. He made the law of gravity after a few days..                           True         False 

25. His law explains how the earth pulls objects toward it.            True         False 

26. Things fall to earth because the earth is heavier..                      True         False 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                         

Speaking Score: ……..    Listening Score: ……….     Paper Score: ……….. Total: ………….
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